
Dear Contributors

The coming year, 2018, looms especially significantly in the life of our 
‘Africa Alive Corridors’ initiative. It is the 20th Anniversary of the 
launching of the mother project, ‘Gondwana Alive’ at the International 
Gondwana Symposium in Cape Town (June-July 1998). It is also the 
10th anniversary of the ‘International Year of Planet Earth’ (IYPE) con-
ference in Arusha, Tanzania (May 2008), at which we launched our 
‘Earth Alive, 101 Strategies Towards Stemming the Sixth Extinction’ 
student card game. And on 18 July 2018, it is the 100th Anniversary of 
the birth of Nelson Mandela, who enthusiastically endorsed the overall 
initiative whilst still President of South Africa—“For the children of to-
day’s world and the children of tomorrow’s world” (Dec 1998).

We are now set to complete our complimentary pair of books, ‘Africa 
Alive Corridors’ (AAC) and ‘Homo sapiens Corridor’ (HSC) by mid-
2018. and to have them published through Springer by the end of the 
year! The timing could hardly be more symbolic! 

Whilst the AAC volume tells the overall biography of the continent 
along 20 selected Heritage Corridors (each with 20 Heritage Nodes); 
the HSC volume fills out our human story along the 10th of those Cor-
ridors, that stretching along the southern Cape coastal region. The 
opening volume, AAC, will contain the overall aims of the project,as 
well as a synopsis of each corridor synthesised in 20 pages (50% text 
and 50 % illustrations/graphics).

As spelled out on the accompanying A4 poster, the AAC initiative has 
two sides to it: firstly, telling the biography of our Mother continent, 
Corridor by Corridor (chapter by chapter) up through its 4-billion-year 
epic story; and secondly, drawing in all 1-billion persons living on her 
soil as proud co-stewards of the unmatched irreplaceable geological, 
biological, cultural heritage.

Through the following 5 years (2019-2024), we aim to publish volumes 
on each of the other 19 African Corridors. For these we will be seeking 
home-based editors, persons living along or within the vicinity of the 
Corridor. Also, we will be producing a concluding “Out of and into Af-
rica” volume covering the various episodes of colonisation out of the 
continent, and the subsequent re-colonistaion of Africa from abroad.

We thank you greatly for your participation as contributing co-authors 
to this project.

John M Anderson;  The Amphitheatre, Pretoria  
Maarten de Wit;  AEON-ESRI, Nelson Mandela Univ., Port Elizabeth
January 2018

1. Cradle to Cradle 

(Swaziland-South Africa): 3,5 billion-present

‘Celebrating 3.5 billion years of life on Earth’ 

15. Songhay’s Timbuktu 
(Senegal-Nigeria): 700-1,600 AD

‘Key civilisations of the Niger and 

Senegal River Kingdoms’ 

16. Mapungubwe-Zimbabwe
(SA-Zimbabwe): 900-1,700 AD 

‘The rise and fall of a golden empire’ 

3. Great Karoo
(Lesotho-South Africa): 325-175 Ma

‘Pangaea through the mother of all extinctions’

2. Snowball Earth 

(Gabon-South Africa): 1,000-500 Ma 

‘From Snowball Earth to the

biological big bang’ 10. Homo sapiens
(South Africa): 200,000 BP- present

‘Cradle of our species & of our culture’ 

11. Khoisan Kalahari 
(Namibia-Botswana): 60,000 BP-present 

‘The Khoisan stem of our human phylogeny’ 

6. Lemur-Chameleon 

(Madagascar): 65 Ma-present

‘Born on a microcontinent’ 

18. Zambezi River 
(Zambia-Mozambique): 1800-2012 

‘The story of a southern African River and

its wetlands’ 

9. Western Rift Valley 
(Uganda-Tanzania): 5 Ma-present

‘Extreme fish diversity in the Great 

Lakes’ 

8. Eastern Rift Valley 
(Ethiopia-Malawi): 5 Ma-150,000 BP 

‘Our hominid trail from Ardipithecus to

Homo’ 

20. Sixth Extinction
 (Somali-Sudan): 1940 AD-present 

‘From dumping site to denudation to endless

civil war’

7. Lungs of Africa 
(DRC-Tanzania): 10 Ma-present

‘Womb of our hominid family and of our sister

pongids’ 

14. Nubian Nile 
(Sudan-Ethiopia): 3,000 BC-present 

‘Of civilisations and cultures over 5 millennia’ 

13. Valley of the Pharaohs 
(Egypt-Sudan): 3,100-30 BC 

‘Life-cycle of the classical Egyptian civilization’ 

19. Carbon Footprint 
(Algeria-Egypt): 1900-2012 

‘Oil deposits to carbon footprint across

the northern Sahara’ 
12. Saharan Paradise Lost 
(Tunisia-Chad): 22,000 BP-present

‘The rock-art gallery traces desertification’ 

4. African Pole of Rotation 
(Cameroon-Nigeria): 200 Ma-present 

‘Africa across the Cameroon Hotspot’ 

5. Colliding Continents
(Morocco-Tunisia): 200 Ma-present

‘Rifting, drifting, folding along the Atlas

Mountains’ 

17. Mirror of History 
(Western Sahara-Nigeria): 1400-2012 

‘Mirror of global history since the

Renaissance’ 

Africa; colossus 
amongst the continents
Womb of our humanity & culture 
Fountainhead of our art
Stem of human language 
Cradle of our hominin ancestors 
      & of our primate ancestors. 

Heartland of Gondwana & Pangaea 
Centre of Earth’s geo-biodiversity
Embracing Earth’s 
      geodiversity hotspots
      & her terrestrial 
      biodiversity hotspots 
Home of her only intact megafauna. 

But 

Continent of greatest human suffering 
& place of our biggest dreams.

Autobiography of the continent
told along 20 corridors

“For the children of today’s world and the 
children of tomorrow’s world”
—Nelson Mandela (1999)

IMIZILA – Finding a new way forward!
Towards the dignity of all humans, 
& all other species!

“...Telling the holistic 
geological-biological-cultural
story of the Mother Continent...”

“...With everyone as co-custodians 
of over 4-billion years 
of unmatched irreplaceable heritage...”

Creating a new tomorrow

John M Anderson & Maarten de Wit, AEON, South Africa, 9 Jan 2013
Graphic Design : Pieter Botes

www.aeon.org.za

Laetoli Trackway

LAETOLI
Tanzania 

Oldest known 
hominid 
footprints (3.6 
Ma)

Line drawings in GIS format

First Cultural 
evidence for 
severe climate 
change:
7000 years ago the Sahara 
was a lush place to live, then 
changed very rapidly 

Oldest evidence of 
Human activity:
7 million years           

old hominin fossils         
(Chad)

A warning from other species

‘Saharan Paradise Lost’ (Niger, Algeria, Libya, Chad): 20,000 BP to present; one of the
greatest rock art galleries on Earth traces the desertification of the Sahara from a 
savannah paradise to the most extensive desert—a clear tale of global warming.
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Africa’s Autobiography

In telling these chapters of the African story, we highlight the 
prodigious changes that have affected our planet over the ae-
ons. Earth’s history has been dynamic from the start — and 
there is no sign of it letting up. 

Endorsements
The Corridors initiative enjoys the backing of UNESCO, and 

the particular endorsement of leading world figures: 
from Nelson Mandela (when still President of SA) referring to 
the ‘Children of tomorrow’s world’; to Kofi Annan (former Secre-
tary-General of the United Nations) speaking of reaching ‘out to 
all the people of the world’; The Dalai Lama recalling ‘the im-
portance of a caring attitude towards the environment’; and Jane 
Goodall stressing that  ‘we are endangering the future of life’.

Africa Alive Corridors: is part of a wider drive leading from 
our ancestral continent to Gondwana and to the world.

Africa Alive Corridors (AAC)
We tell here the biography of Africa — from around four billion 

years ago to the present — through a selection of 20 chrono-

logically sequenced corridors. The story is holistic, viewing the 

continent from the geological, biological and cultural perspec-

tives. And the story is inclusive in that all 56 countries of conti-

nental Africa (plus Madagascar and surrounding Indian Ocean 

islands, as well as the Canary Islands) are involved. The nar-

rative is of epic proportions, revealing a colossus amongst the 

continents of our Earth. We trace several threads through the 

chapters of the biography: continental drift, mega-geohazards, 

climate change, biodiversity, our human roots, our evolving 

culture and spirituality, and lastly our impact on the Earth. 

There is an obvious focus on the more general geological and 

biological themes in the earlier corridors and on the more hom-

inid and human-oriented themes in the later corridors. 

Our Mother Continent’s epic story told along 20 Heritage Corridors

Gondwana Alive Corridors (GAC) 
The ‘Gondwana Alive Corridors’ concept was introduced con-

currently in August/September 2002 at the 11th International 

Gondwana Symposium in Christchurch, New Zealand; and 

at the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johan-

nesburg, South Africa (De Wit & Anderson, 2003). We find 

the pairing is symbolic. The corridors embrace two essential 

elements: the first being the selection of ribbons of territory 

(corridors) telling uniquely well the successive chapters in the 

story of our Earth; the second being the sustainable curation 

of these noded belts of prime global heritage. First there is the 

science, thereafter the management.  

The project was again presented and widely endorsed at the 

12th International Gondwana Conference in Mendoza, Ar-

gentina (Sept 2005); and at the 14th International Gondwana 

Conference in Buzios, Brazil (Sept 2011) – with the gener-

al agreement that the project be coordinated from a central 

AEON base in South Africa.

Earth Alive Corridors (EAC) 
To tell the complete story of our Earth, to draw in all of its 7.4 

billion people, and to acknowledge all its 5–10 million or so 

species, this initiative must clearly, sooner rather than lat-

er, embrace our entire planet. Obvious chapters in Earth’s 

story – not told in Africa or Gondwana – include the re-

peated advances and retreats of the Arctic icesheet across 

the northern landmasses during the Pleistocene; and the 

climactic birth of human civilisation in the Fertile Crescent 

around 11,600 BP ─ perhaps the real start of our lasting 

impact on the Earth as we moved into the Anthropocene.
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Pinnacle Point─looking S across the shallow continental shelf
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CONTENTS (520pp)
Introduction (110pp)

• Why Corridors? Why Africa? (6pp)
• Anthropocene (The Sixth Extinction) (6pp)
• “Half Earth”
• Context:  Earth, Gondwana, Africa (4pp)
• Heritage corridors & catchment areas: concept, aims (4pp)
• Heritage nodes, satellite nodes (4pp)
• Themes:  geological, biological, cultural (4pp)
• Climate change (14pp)
• We are not alone (50pp)

Elephants, Big cats, Whales, Apes, Ants
• A global petition (14pp)
• Out of & Into Africa (4pp)

             
1. Cradle to Cradle…………........MdeW…..JMA.........
2. Snowball Earth………………...MdeW…..................
3. Great Karoo.............................................JMA.........
4. Cameroon Pole of Rotation.....MdeW…...................
5. Atlas Colliding Continents........MdeW…..JMA.........
6. Lemur-Dodo.............……..…...MdeW…..................
7. Lungs of Africa...……..….........MdeW…...................
8. Eastern Rift Valley........…........MdeW…..JMA.........
9. Western Rift Valley...................MdeW......................
10. Homo sapiens........................................JMA.........
11. Khoisan Kalahari....................................JMA.........
12. Saharan Paradise Lost..........MdeW......JMA........
13. Valley of the Pharaohs...........MdeW......................
14. Abasynnian Highlands...........MdeW......................
15. Songhay’s Timbuktu..............MdeW......................
16. Mapungubwe-Zimbabwe.......MdeW......JMA.........
17. The Slave Trade....................MdeW......JMA.........
18. Zambezi River........................MdeW......JMA.........
19. Carbon Footprint...……..…....MdeW…..................
20. Sixth Extinction......................MdeW......JMA.........

Africa is one continent, not a mosaic of some 56 countries 
superimposed on it in the last 200 years by outside 

colonisers. One sees a communal Africa, the birthright of all 
Africans, indeed the birthplace of all humans.

Earth stewardship
With everyone a curator 

and a stakeholder.

“For the children of today’s world and the 
children of tomorrow’s world”

—Nelson Mandela (1999)
(from endorsement to this initiative)

Maarten de Wit & John Anderson
Paul Hoffman, Doug Erwin, Roy McG. Miller, **
Bruce Rubidge, J. Anderson, Roger Smith, Bastien Linol, Emise Brodie
Felix Toteu, Judith Masters
MdeW, Francois Guillocheau, Linstadter
Hajarimanitra Rambeloarivony, J. Masters, Ronadh Cox, Rose Boswell
Woody Cotterill, Bastien Linol, Judith Masters
Andrew Cohen, Asfawossen Asrat, Charles Musita, Janet Purdy
Charles Kazanzo, Woody Cotterill, Chris Scholz
editors (JMA & MdeW) & over 50 co-contributors
Chis Low (!Khwa ttu), Pippa Skotnes, Ian McCallum
David Coulson, Sharad Master, Francois Guillocheau, Heinz Rutter
Ona Viljoen, Safiya Mohammed-Hassan, Cornelia Kleinitz
Asfawossen Asrat, Helen Epstein
Moctar Doucouré, Ousmane Bamba, Tim Insoll, Natalie Swanepoel
(Curator of museum), Tom Huffmann, Jane Carruthers, Simon Hall
Natalie Swanepoel, Barpougouni Mardjoua, Heinz Rutter 
Imasiku Nyambe, W. Cotterill, Andy Moore, Frank Eckardt, Mike de Wit
Moctar Doucouré, Francois Guillocheau
Seife Berhe, Moctar Doucouré, Helen Epstein

The African Commons

50%25% 75% 100%0%

Key to level of completion

Co-ordinators

We are not alone:  Elephants (Norman Owen-Smith), Big cats (Colin Garland et al.), 
Whales (Stephanie Plon), Primates (Judith Masters), Ants (Natasha Mothapo)

References, Glossary, Index (10pp)

John M Anderson (Amphitheatre, Pretoria) 
jmanderson.gondwana@googlemail.com

& Maarten de Wit (AEON–ESRI, Nelson Mandela Univ, PE), 
Maarten.deWit@mandela.ac.za

Updated 27 January 2018

The 20 Corridors

(400pp; 20 chapters of 20pp each)

Africa Alive Corridors
(A transdisciplinary biography told along 20 Corridors)

Principal contributors/authors

** (contributor to be added; others who are especially eager to contribute 
should please contact us)

Climate change through our ca. 300,000-year human history

Note the large-scale cyclic swings & the huge effect 
on the landscape
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Towards stemming the 6th Extinction
 & climate change



Homo sapiens Corridor (HSC)
Guidelines (& outlines) to contributors
These are the guidelines essentially as they were sent out to the contributors with our August 2014 Newsletter. 
Most of the Nodal chapters are now well advanced.

‘Africa Alive Corridors’ (companion volume):  In this volume of 500 pages, the content & concept of
the mother project is described. The bulk of the book (400 pgs) consists of a 20-pg chapter on each of the 20 Corri-
dors selected to tell the biography of Africa over its 4-billion-year history. The HSC is one of those chapters: num-
ber 10 in the chronological sequence 1-20. The cover page of our newsletter, originally designed as an AO poster,  
gives in a nutshell the scope of the AAC project, and the context of this HSC volume.
Contributors:  It is the aim throughout the project (AAC & HSC) that the contributors are those who have done
or are doing the frontline research; in the case of HSC, those leading the archaeological excavations for instance. It 
is vital that the science underscoring the work is current & robust.
Inclusiveness:  Please bring in colleagues where relevant; the wider and more authoritative the contributions,
the more readily and widely the work will spread. 
Table of contents:  See the accompanying table giving a breakdown of the structure of the book.
Chapter outlines:  These are provided as guides to contributors of the content we are seeking. They are in-
formed by an overview of the content included in the introductory section of the book and in the other Nodes/chap-
ters. Please don’t extend beyond the 10 pgs for each Nodal chapter.

The Nodes (Primary & Satellite):  Primary Nodes are numbered 1-20; Satellite Nodes are lettered A-J. Each
is plotted (see maps) as an area of 25 km radius (50 km diameter)—approximating the foraging radius through the 
seasons of hunter-gatherer groups. The Node is named after the most significant site within its orbit, but usually 
includes a number of other named sites; or may be named after a major physical feature or town/city.
Chapter content (pattern):  Each chapter (Node), consisting of five 2-pg spreads, follows a pattern—within
reason. The opening spread spotlights the special significance of the Node (and sites); the central spreads explore 
further the focal issues, phenomena or sites highlighting the Node; the final spread includes a first-person narrative 
of a key moment in our human story as highlighted in the chapter. 
Specific guidelines:  Scattered through the chapter outlines, we include miscellaneous editorial guidelines (in
square brackets in light-grey boxes). 
Provisional format:  See the drafts as following a provisional layout; we have still to negotiate with the publish-
ers a final format (an A4 page-size is most likely).
Maps:  All corridor & node maps are being created by Ingrid Booysen (Dept Geography, University Pretoria); so
please see the current versions appearing in any circulated chapter as rough drafts.
Text/illustration mix:  A 50/50 balance is the aim; the text often being seen as an expanded caption.
Photos & figures:  Ideally contributors should provide their own illustrations (supplying us with the high-res
originals for publication); but where necessary we will source other photos & graphics.
Text:  Whilst the greater part of the text should be yours (or that of co-contributors), bits & pieces in between might
be ours, the editors—as narrators (the distinction will be made clear). 

Occupation levels (ages):  Throughout, the imperative is to include the most recent reliable dates; the more
tightly resolved the ages of the occupations at sites the more meaningful the story, and the better the tie to climate 
change, sea-level fluctuations & other regional or global phenomena. This is the factual database that links sites 
along the corridor. It provides a baseline from which to speculate about many of the things we wish to spotlight: 
the evolution of our brain & cognition, communication & music, social structures, creativity & engineering skills. Did 
these vary along the corridor? Is there any evidence for social (or anti-social) group activity—locally, regionally, or 
along the entire corridor (coastline or inland)?

First-person narratives:  For each Node we include a closing 2-pg spread, to tell—in the 1st person—a
moment in the overall Homo sapiens narrative as occurred along the southern Cape (see p 9-10 in your chapters 
for any further notes). We would like at least some of these stories to read like the Grimm or Anderson tales of the 
1800s, with all their extremes of high & low (though embedded in the best scientific & historical/archaeological fact).  
The hope would be for them to spread as part of our common global heritage—bonding all of humanity.
References:  3 or 4 general, key, current references, often by the contributor(s) should be included per chapter
(Node). We are exploring some online site/link for all supplementary data (including relevant references).

Schedule:  We had initially hoped to publish by end-2012 (but the project has been simply too large); now the
commitment is end-2018; with finished edited contributions ready by mid-2018.
Editors (general & scientific):  John M Anderson & Maarten de Wit; AEON (Africa Earth Observatory Net-
work). Our challenge for each book is to create a work more akin to a film or a symphony, with numerous diverse 
parts woven convincingly into one harmonious whole; not a book of disparate parts as in a symposium volume. Our 
job is more that of director (film) or conductor (symphony) than editor (symposium volume).
Big holistic history:  This is the perspective. It is our conviction from the scientific & historical evidence that
our world, our civilisation & the diversity of species around us, is teetering on a knife-edge. We might see our global 
civilisation on the edge of eclipse--just as the San found themselves as successive colonialists spread through their 
territory.
Readership/market:  Our purpose is to reach everyone (from scientist to scholar, president to worker); to
create a market. We need to inspire a new dynamic dialogue: globally. Ideally we need to reach every family world-
wide—if we are to achieve our goal of stemming the Sixth Extinction & living meaningfully in the Anthropocene. 
Publisher:  Springer-Verlag (Germany) are committed to taking on the full series of ‘Africa Alive’ volumes. Going
this route will depend on our negotiating a format that will appeal very broadly; a marketing strategy that will ensure 
optimal global sales; and a price that will suit everyone’s pocket.
Interactive digital ebooks, DVDs, other media:  We plan to spread to all relevant modes of publication
(especially the ebooks & translations for scholars etc.), to help spread the Big-history message.

AAC Newsletter & website:  These guidelines and the accompanying ‘Contents’ tables that follow are
circulated here as a Newsletter—the third of a series intended to appear periodically throughout the duration of the 
publishing project (embracing a 5-year plan for completing the full series of 22 AAC volumes)—& posted on the 
AEON site.

John M Anderson & Maarten de Wit
AEON, Pretoria/Port Elizabeth, January 2018

[to be updated]
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Homo sapiens Corridor
CONTENTS  (500pp)
Revised guide to the table of contents.

Introductory section (216pp)
Introductory (10pp)……………………………………
Geological (40pp)……….........................................

Rock foundations & Cape Supergroup
Cape Fold Belt
Break-away from Gondwana
Dynamic seascapes & coastlines

Biological (120pp)
Flora (40pp)

Cape Floral Kingdom (10pp)…………………
Biodiversity & endemism ……………….
Geoecodynamics (10pp)……………………..
Food & medicinal plants (20pp)……………..

Insects (10pp)
Pollinators (6pp)………………………………
Argentine ants (4pp)………………………….

Terrestrial fauna (30pp)
Mammals (20pp)……………………………...
Reptiles & amphibians (4pp)………………...
Birds (10pp)…………………………………...

Marine fauna & flora (40pp)
Fauna (30pp)…………………………………..
Flora (10pp)………………………………........

Cultural (30pp)
Human Genome/Timetree (6pp)…………….....
Occupation levels (4pp)…………………………
San rock art (10pp)……………………………...
Ochre (4pp)…………………………………........
Historical to today (6pp)………………………....

Climate Change (16pp)
The past (5pp)…………………………………....
The future (5pp)................................................
Legal responses (6pp)…………………………..

Nodes & Satellite Nodes (220pp, details adjacent)

End pages (14pp)
Glossary & Index

Corridor & Node maps—Ingrid Booysen (Univ. Pret.)  Dept Geogr.
Square brackets-- [Contributors to be approached]
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Principal contributors
editors (JMA & MdeW)
Maarten de Wit

[John Manning]
Braam van Wyk
Vera Hoffmann & Woody Cotterill
Ben-Erik van Wyk

Natasha Mothapo 
             “

editors (JMA & MdeW)
editors (JMA & MdeW)
Louise du Toit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Nodes & Satellite nodes (260pp)
1. Cederberg………………………….......................
2. Diepkloof…………………………….....................
3. Langebaan…………………………......................
4. Yzerfontein…………………………......................
5. Cape Peninsula………………….........................
6. Stellenbosch……………………….......................
7. De Kelders…………………………......................

A. Montagu………………………........................
B. Continental Shelf………….............................

8. Blombos Cave……………………........................
C. Stilbaai……………………………...................
D. Anysberg.......................................................

9. Klein Swartberg………………….........................
10. Groenefontein…………………..........................
11. Gamkaberg……………………….......................

E. De Hel (Groot Swartberg)…..........................
12. Boomplaas………………………........................
13. Pinnacle Point…………………..........................
14. Sandkraal…………………………......................

F. George……………………………....................
15. Oakhurst………………………….......................
16. Nelson Bay Cave……………............................
17. Klasies River……………………….....................
18. Baviaanskloof…………………….......................
19.
20. Melkhoutboom……………….............................

G. Howieson’s Poort……………........................
H. St Croix Island…………………......................
I. Addo Elephant Park…………..........................
J. Dwesa Nature Reserve……...........................

Length of chapters:
20 Primary Nodes—12 pages each  (240 pgs)
10 Satellite Nodes—2 pages each   (20 pgs)
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